
Is your business at risk of being
impacted by modern slavery? 

Do you know your Modern Slavery
Footprint?

Are you ready to start a new reporting
period for the Modern Slavery Act in
July 2020? 

Just as it is possible to measure your

carbon footprint, it is now possible to

measure your Modern Slavery Footprint. 

Our Risk Assessment process will help

your company to increase its

understanding of its suppliers from Tier 1

to Tier 6 and beyond.

The Risk Assessment process is offered

at two stages over an extended period of

investigation and analysis.

RISK ASSESSMENT 
Discover Your Modern Slavery Footprint

ABOUT US

Unchained inspires Australian

businesses to be leaders in addressing

modern slavery. Our purpose is to see

the Modern Slavery Act implemented by

every company board in Australia.

The Unchained team has unique lived-

experience in humanitarian work and

with survivors of modern slavery. This is

combined with the knowledge and tools

to assist your business in supply chain

analysis and risk assessment, strategy

and policy development, and training

and engagement of your stakeholders

and customers.

Our team consists of procurement and

supply chain specialists who are there to

walk your company through the process.



Stage Two: Deep Dive Assessment

With this data, we then select the top

at-risk suppliers of modern slavery,

and help you do a deep dive and due

diligence process to understand the

potential risks. This process utilises

the ISO 20400 Sustainable

Procurement Guidelines which is

easily translatable to your current

procurement practices. 

Introduction to Risk Assessment. 

Data collection process. 

Development of a supply chain heat

map using the FairSupply Analytics

tool.

Risk Assessment initial findings and

executive briefing. 

Interactive workshop to map out your

supply chain deep dive strategy.

Our Risk Assessment service includes: 

WHAT YOU WILL GET

Stage One: Supply Chain Mapping

Utilising the FairSupply Analytics tool,

we can map your supply chain and

identify the risk of modern slavery in

your procurement spend by geography,

industry and commodity.
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LET'S TALK

1300 317 426

www.unchained.net.au

info@unchained.net.au

To find out more about how we can
help your company, and to get a quote
contact:

Dr Stephen Morse, CEO

The tool uses a highly-detailed global

multi-regional input-output (MRIO)

databases to perform TiVa calculations

across your spend data and supply

chain. MRIO databases track the

monetary flow between countries and

economic sectors around the world,

and account for value-added and other

production inputs separately. This

allows for an in-depth, spacially-explicit

and quantitative TiVA assessment of

company-specific supply chain

networks. (FairSupply Analytics)


